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Introduction 

1 

The extremal geometric problems are usually expressed in the form of inequalities stated 

in terms of geometric concepts. For example， the isoperimetric problem in the three-

dimensional Euclidean space Ea is expressed by the isoperimetric inequality 

S3-36nV2孟0:

Almost all of them can be solved by the methods of the calculus of variations. However 

these methods are cumbersome and extremely laborious to handle， especially in Ea. Therefore 

other methods are given in this branch of geometry， for example， the various symmetriza-

tions， and linear combination of convex bodies. The latter methods are more elegant and 

more precise than those of the calculus of variations. But in general these methodscan be 

applied only to small s巴l巴ctionof special problems. 

Therefore it is more desirable to establish di妊erential and integral formulas for the 

quantities associated with convex bodies. For this. purpose we shall establish a set of 

:..，f differential formulas and a corresponding set of integral formulas for such quantities. 

In a prec巴dingpaper [9J1) we treated the problem in a case when the total mean curvature 

Mlての iscontinuous over the whol巴 interval0孟 t< r and the characteristic function ~(の

is a step.function. When the total mean curvature M.特(t)is discontinuous and the 

characteristic function ~(t) is a monotone decreasing step国function，the problems have b田 n

definitely shown in the pap巴r[10J. 

;1ihe remaining problem is to determine complet巴lythe characteristic function ~(t) in the 

gehetal case. The main purpose of this paper is to show the general types of the 

j cl'faracteristic functIon ~(t) and to generalize the results of the preceding papers [9J and 

口OJ. Among our results in this paper， it should be巴speciallynoted that the value of 

the characteristic function x(t) takes any real numbeT. 

We begin with a set of interior parallel convex polyhedra. First， we shall give the 

definition of the sequence of interior parallel polyhedra of a convex polyhedron. In order 
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to make the of faces of a polyhedron of the sequenc日 ciear，we sha11 prove the 

first decomposition theor記m. In r日g乱rd to the of an 日dgeof the sequence， w巴

5ha11 a n例 Tdefinition of a n色 edge. Th巴 sequenc巴 whichcontains SOlTle of the 

negative is to b己 callededge-singular. Then w巴 5ha11prove the second decomposition 

theorem. Further it will be p1'oved that thε ・eof the edg巴 singularsequence 01 

the int巴nor 巴1polyhedra may be concave and its characteristic function tak巴 any

1'eal number. At th巴 endof . S 1， 'Ne 8ha11 establish a set of differential formulas associated 

with a s日quenceof interior parallel polyh邑dra

In号2，in o1'de1' to extεnd the results obtained in告1for th己 S日quence of interior 

polyhedr旦 tothe cas巴 ofthe seq uenc日 ofinterio1' p且rallel nrst we 5ha11 

establish a set of approximation theorems置 Especially the third 旦pproximation theorem 

definit巴lyshows that a closed bounded convex s巴 withinterior points can be approximated 

by such a sequence of convex polyhedra which are defined as an 1nt邑rsectionof the closed 

ha1fωspaces bounded by its extr巴mesupporting On th巴 baseof such an approximation， 

we shall extend the results obtained in !'i 1 to a11 th日 cas記Sof the interior paral1el seq uences 

of closed bounded convex bodies and establish a set of differential formulas and a corr巴呂田

ponding set of int巴gralformulas associated with th日 ofth巴 S巴quence，

1n S 3， employing the prεceding results， we 5ha11 a new characterization of the 

sphere and prove且 setof isoperimetric inequaliti己s. Finally we sha11 give the integral 

representations of the isoperimetric deficienci巴sand obtain a set of isoperimetric inequalities 

which contain the concerning the quantities. 

These results can be directly extended to the case of the relative diff巴1'entialgeometry 

in the n-dimensional space 

S 1. InterioI' p:aI'aUel convex 

lLL The defh，itlon of !iUl inteI'ior pamUel sequen古色

Let P be a closed bounded convex polyhedron with intεrior points in the t111'田-dimensional

Euclidean space E3' The faces of p we denot日 by "'， Af， The cl乱S8 of spheres 

contain巴din P have radii which form a bounded set of numbers. By the Blaschke selection 

theorem t11日reis a of this class whose radius i5 to the upper bound of this 

set. Such a sphere i5 called旦n うhereof P and its r旦diusthe inradius of P. P may have 

more than on巴 inspherebut its inradius i8 uniqu日 Theset of a11 the centres of thein-

spheres of P forms a point， a line目印gmentof finite length or a convex polygon of finit邑

area< Such a set is called a 乱 lineぬernelor a ρlane-kernel of P respectively. 

The plane containing the face A包 is denoted by Aる切 We defme the closed negativ巴 half悶

space A i as the half-sp旦cewhich is bounded by A i and contains P. Let us denote th巴

ε1 to A i and at a distance 1:(と 0)from it within A i by A i [τ]， and 

the closed negative half-space A i [τ] as the half-space bounded by A i [τJ within A. We 
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define the interior paral1el polyhedron of P at the distance τto mean the intersection of 

al1 the closed negative half-spaces A i [τJ i= 1，…，f and denote it by P [τ]. Or we have 

P[τJ=(iAi[τJ. 

If 7: is sufficiently smal1， the interior paral1el polyhedron P[τJ is non四empty. If P [rJ 

is non-empty， each of the faces of P [7:J corresponds to a face of P whose distance from 

国

Fig. 1 

the face of P [τJ is τand which is paral1el to it. But the inverse correspondence is not 

in general preserved， since as τincreases some of faces of P [7:J vanish. On the other 

hand， as 7: increases the numbers of the edges and the vertices of P [7:J may decrease or 

increase (see Fig. 1). 

Hence the correspondence between the edges of P[7:J and P is not in general one-to-

one. We denote the inradius of P by r. Ifτt巴ndsto r， the interior paral1el polyhedron 

P[τJ converges to the kernel of P. For any 7: > r， the set P[τJ is empty. Thus the 

interior parallel polyhedron P [汀 ofa closed bounded convex polyhedron P with the 

insphere of radius r is defined in the interval 0 < 7:くれ For convenience of the fol1owing 

treatment we adopt a new parameter t whose valu巴 isequal to r一τThenwe can denote 

the interior polyhedron P [r一寸 ofP at the distance rーτbyP(t). Hence the original 

polyhedron P is expressed by P(r) and the kernel of P is denoted by P(O). 

lncluding the kernel P(O) ， we denot巴 the sequence 01 interiorραrallel-surface P(t) 

( f P with the insρhere 01 radius r(> 0) by {P(t) : 0 孟t三五 r}. For the value t that 

Oく t三五久 we denote the faces of P(t) by Ai(t); i=l，…，f(t)， its edges by Bj(t); 

j=l，...， e(t) and its vertices by Ck(t); k=l，…， v (t) respectively. Then the numbers 

f(t)， e(t) and v(t) change their values as the parameter t decreases. But since the 

Euler's formula for polyhedra holds， we have 

l(t) -e(t) + v(t) = 2， Oく t三五κ

First， we investigate the change of the faces of P(のasthe parameter t decreases from 

r to zero. 
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1.20 The de唱。mpositionthe<lll."eI阻 E

i) The il:mer to a fa沼eAi 

The val ue of the parameter t of the問中間ce {P(t): 0手t~ r} which corresponds 

to the vanishing of a face or an edge of P(t) will be called the critical values of the 

param邑tεr. iNe denote such a criticalγalue as to the vanishing of the f旦ce

Ai(t) つ L日tv be the number of the fac記swhich have the記dgesor the v巴rtices

in common with th記 face A叱t) as t decr記asesfrom r to p( Aつ Renumberingsuch v 

faces， we denote them 

.A i， il. i. . 

Suppose that theεA  九 bis日ctsth巴 dihedralangle which is form巴d the planεs.A i混

乱nd.A九 andmεetth巴 polyhedronP， (k = 1， "'， 

V). L巴tJ¥i， d邑notεth日 closedhalf.space boun. 

ded by the plan巴 A，;. which contaIns the :face 

A七 =1，…，v) (呂田 Fig. 。

Then the intersection of the closed half-space 

A i and the intersectionハムi. is call巴d the 
/(;=1 

inner to the A i and is denoted 

I(Aつ Thuswe have 

府)= COl ，)ハ Xt

ii) The de記mnpostitiontheorem 

Fig.2 

Theorem L A closed convex P with interior points is 

inner bodies to I(Aつ:zニ 1，" the volvhedron. Thus we hαve 

(1) P= りu…u

Proof If x is旦nypoInt of P， X is an int日riorpOInt or a fronti位

into the 

of P. If X Is 

an mtenor・ of P， the s pher記 whosecentrεIs X and whose radius i5 su伍 small

is contained in P and， on the other hand， the sphere whose centre is X and whose radius 

is su伍cientlylarg巴 containsP図 Hencethεset of the concentric sph巴reswhose common 

centre is X is divided into two subset: one consistIng of the spheres contaInIng only th色

interior points of P and the other consisting of the sph芭reseach of which contains at least 

one exterior point of P. Let the superior limit of the radii of the sph己r巴swhich belong to 

thεformer be d巴notedby s. If e;(x， s) denot巴sthe 巴 whosecentre is X and whose 

radius is s， the sphere G(X，s) touches at le乱stone fa.ce of P. First， suppose the case 
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where 6(X，s) touches only a face A i. Then the clistance of the face A i from the point 

X is s， but the clistanc色sof the oth巴rface日 ofP from X are great己rthan s. Thus the 

point X is the interior point of the inner bocly I(A 勺 tothe face Aも

Suppose the case in which the sphεre 6(X， s) touches faces AヘAヘA"，.... Then the 

clistances of the faceち AヘAi，Ak，・・ from X are equal to s. Thus since the point X is 

containecl by the planes which bisect the cliheclral angles formecl by the plane A ~ and each 

of the planes AヘAぺ…， the point X is common to the inner boclies I(Aつ， I(AJ)， 

I(Aり，….

Next， when the point X is a frontier point of P， X belongs 1:0 a face only or two or 

more faces. 

Thus the point X which belongs to P is contained by one of 1 inner bodi巴sI(Aり，・・・ヲ

I(A!) or the frontier point in common to two or mor巴 ofthem. Since the 1 inner bodies 
I(Aり，…，1(Af)have no interior points in common to each other and cover the 

polyhedron P leaving no space， the theo1'em has been proved. 

iii) The relative inradiu日 ofa face Ai 

Since the inner body I(Aつtothe face A i is bounclecl and closed， the distances of the 

face AO' from points which belong to I(Aつform a bounded set of numbers. By the 

Bla日chkeselection th巴or巴m the1'己 isan uppe1' bound of these values. H we denote such a 

value by d(Aつ， there is a set of points which belong to I(A勺 andwhose distances 

from the face A i are equal to d (Aつand the set of such points forms a pa1't of the 

boundary of I(AつItis easy to see that the sphere whose centre is a point of such a 

set and whose 1'adius is d(Aつtouchesthe face A i and is contained in the polyhedron P咽

Definition. A set of the frontIe1' points of the inner body 1，心4つtoa face A i whose 

distances from A i a1'e equal to d(Aつis called the lace-centre of the face A人 The

sphere whos巴 centreis a point of the face-centre of A i and whose radius is d(AつlS

call己da relative ins)りhereto 1:h巴 faceA i and its 1'adius d(Aつiscalled a relative in，radius 

of the face A i. 

Suppose that r-d(Aつく t:<:;: r. Then the distanc巴 ofthe face A i (t) from the face司

centre of A i is equal to tーケ-d(Aつ)(>0). Hence P(t) contains the face A i(t). 

If tく r-d(Aつ， then P(t) does not contain such a face as corresponds to the face A i 

of P. In othe1' words， the face A包(t) of the interior parallel polyhedron P(t) vanishes 

when t→(r-d(Ai ))+0 and the limiting figure of the vanishing face Ai (t) is the face-

centre of the face A i. Thus we have 

Theorem 2. 11 d(Ai) is the relative 初'radius01 the lace A i 01 a convex tolyhedron P， 

the critical value p(Aつwhichcorrestonds to the vαηishi・ng01 the lace A i(t) of the 

ρoかhedronP(t) (0 < t三三め isequal to r-d (A i). 
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Ut Set呂 andlIIU!血lbera呂sod正ttedwith an 巴

i) The d日fi:nHion

Let Bk(め be an 邑 of P(t) which is the intersection of the faces A i (t) and 

Ai(め， and let C胤 (t) and C'ての bethe extremities of the edge 羽Tedenot告 th巴

faces which have theεrte又 C市(t)in common with A i(め and Ai(t) Am{t)， 

γ .  and the Iacεs which hav巴 the verte玄 in common with A i(t) and 

Ai(t) り A円(t)， … Let b巴 anyone of th巴 faces belonging to the 

former set. Let A )， Ai (t) and A'''{t) be the three which contain the 

faces A i(t)， Ai (t) and A"九(t) Further let N (め，Ai (t) and Ara{t) 

be the closed negative half-spaces which are boundεd by A i(t)， Ai(t) and Am{t) 

respectively 且nd contain P(のー We denote the intersection of these half-spac在日 N(めF

(t) and by Qii陥 {t). That is， it is expressed as 

Qi =A ii Ai(t)円

Now taking the circular cone which 

is inscribed in the trihedral angl巴

2削 {t)， the part of the axis of the 

cone which is contained in Qもめ 18

call邑d the axis the trihedral 

Qii踊 {t) and the vertical angle of the 

cone i8 called the vertical of 

QH帥 {t).Let us denote the axis and 

the vertical angl邑 of n{t) 

L円抽{t)and 

Let Q付制くt-M) be the interior 

parallel trihedral angle of 削 {t)at the distance M. 

Fig. 3 

Then the distancεbetween th巴

V巴rtices and ムt)of the corresponding trihedral imくの andQるi

is equal to tlt. C03ec 叫/の Henceit follows by our definition of the interior 

parallel polyhedra if M is a 3U缶ciently small number and the parameter 

decreases from t to t-6.t， the extremity C"'(t-6.t) of the 巴 whichcorrεsponds 

to thεone， of the edge moves along the axis of the trihedral angle whos巴

vertical angle is the smallest one among the set im，} of th巴 trihedralangles Qi im{の;
1=1ラ 2，"0， at the vert巴x cm(t) of P(t). Taking one of such trihedral 乱ngleswhich 

have the small巴8tvertical ang le， 1巴tit beεxpressed by Qi Consequently let us d己note

th巴 axis and the vertical angl己 of by Lii"'(t) and siim respectively. In the 

same way， we denote the trihedral which has the smallest v巴rtical angle among th日

set {Qi i叫 (t)}且tth色 other 位 tremity C'''(t) of the edge Bk(t) by 怖 (t) and th記
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axis and vertical angle of Qii "{t) by守 Vi n(O ancl eり怖 respectively.

ii) The length of an edge 

Let us denote the angle betw巴己nth巴 eclge Blc(t) ancl the axis Lii"'{t) at the vertex 

Cぺt) by e:;， ancl the corresponding angle at the vertex C"(t) by 8~. (see Fig. 3). 

The angles 8:;， ancl θ~ are callecl the axial angles to the edge B/c(t). Then we have 

'fheorem 3. 1f the sum 01 the axial angles θ~， ancl e~ to the eclge Blc(t) of P(t) is 

larger， smaller than 01' eqal to九 thenthe length of the edge Blc(t) inCt"'eases， decreases or 

is constant lowards the intelρior 01 P(O in the neighbourhood of t. 

If t:d (> 0) is su伍ciently smallヲ two 且xes L'i i出 (0ancl L i j "(t) are common to the 

parallel eclges B" ( t) ancl Bk (t-t:.t). Then since the quadrilat巴ralC''' (t)ひ(t)Cぺt-M)

C"'(t--M) is a trapezoicl (see Fig. 3)， it follows fromθ主+e~ 三 πthat

Ik(t-tJ.t)呈 1，，(0.

Thus the theorem has be巴nprovecl. 

Th巴 theorell1 can be put in other forms which are more convenient. One of them is as 

follows. We drop thεperpendiculars frOll1 Cぺt-t:.t)ancl C"{t-t:d) onto the face Ai (t) 

of P(t) and cl日notethe feet by /C''' and /C協 (seeFig. 3). Then w巴 have

I C"'/ C"， = C"'(t -t:.t)cn(t -M) = 1 k (t -tJ.t) . 

Since th巴 quadrilateralC'べのめ /C".IC1n is a trapεzoid it follows that 

(2) L1CmC出 (OC"(t)+ζCてのC"{t)'cn三塁 n:;:二土Ik(t-tJ.t)三l，，(t)• 

Taking the trihedral angles Qii'"{t) and Qij"(t)， letα川 andαmj be the face angles of 

Qり叱t)which have the edge Blc(t) as their sicles in C0ll1ll10n and tlm be the rest of the 

fac巴 angles of Q行問(t). 1n the same way， αn~ ， α勾 j and αn are the face angles of 

Qiin(t)⑤ Then it fol1ows that 

L'C'"C'"(明倫(t)= ~(αn1- 1， 十αmJ ーα>n)，

L cm(t)C""(t)'C" = ~(tl"i 川-a".)

Here we de五neαij m and αi J狩 by

α叫 +αmJ十t仏 =2αるJm， α偽 zイα川十α，， =2αij刊

COll1bining the result of the form (2) ancl these angles， we have 

CoroUary. If 2αijm and 2αi j仰 bethe sums of face仰 gles0 f the trihedral仰 glesQ'iべの
αnd Qるin(t) which define the axis L i iηての andLii特 (t)αtthe extremities of the edge B"'Ct) 

of P(t)， αndαmαnd a" be the face-angles of Qii町 (t)and Qi i "(t) which have no beming 

on the edge B"'(t) ， then we have 
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三π工士ームt)三三固

iH) The neg"ative edges a.nd the of ll10n negative血 巴 国

1t isεasy to see that the area of th巴 faceAる(t)び=1，…ラ f(t)) of P(t) does not 

increase wh巴nt decreases. On the oth日rhandヲ theabov巴 resultasserts that the length of 

an edge B"(のof may increase or dεcrease 

Here w日 put

Definition. the length the B"(t) P(t) increases as theρarameter t 

decreases， the edge Bk(t) is called a negative 

holds. a convexρ P(t) bears 

otherUJise P(t) is called edg，ι 

in the interval in UJhich the ttoperty 

edges， P(t) is called edge白singular，.

日巴reit is possible thatラ wh巴nthe decreasing parameter t conv日rgesto a critical value of 

the parameter， one or many fac巴S of P(t) which denne the bothεxtr巴mities of an edge 

B"(t) vanish， and when the parameter becom巴ssmaller than the critical 

( i ) the negative edge changes into a 幻on

or 

) the no幻 into a 

Next let us estimat巴 thecritical value which corresponds to th巴 vanishing of a non. 

negative巴dge. Th色 th巴orem3 shows if theεof  P(t) which is denned 

by the faces Ai (t) and Ai (め is not 乱 edge strictly then the ax巴S Liiねての
and L i j "'(t) intersect each oth邑r.

Such a point of intersection is equidistant from the four faces Ai (t)， Aj (t)， .A陥 (t)

且ndA初(t) of the polyhedron P(t). Let us denote the 邑qual distanc巴 byd(B'c(り).

Then the spherεwhose centre is the point ot the int記rs色ctIOl1 Lり帥(め八 Lij and 

whos巴 radius is の)touches th巴 four faces .Ai and A'ての.
Let us define such a spher色乱sa relative to the edge of P(t) and its 

radius as a relative印radiusof the non-negative edge 

If > 0 and t →ート0， the εdge Bk(t) of P(t) converges to 

the centre of th巴 relativeinsphere to the edge If we denote the critical valu邑

which corresponds to the vanishing of th巴 edge り byp(Bk(t))， then we have 

Th.eorem. 4. If the relative to the幻on Bk(t) an interior 

P(t) is contained in the value t-d is to the 

critical value the 

1.4 The decornposition th位。:remn 

i) Critical values 

The transitions of the faces and the edges of the interior parallel polyhedron P(の
which belongs to the sequ色nce{P(t) : 0手 f三r}as the parameter decreases from r to 

o have been definitely shown by the Theorems 2， 3 and 4. 

Let us enumerate all the critical values of the parameter t which corr巴spond to the 
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vanishing of the faces A i(t); i = 1， "'， 1 and the 巴dges B1(t); j=l，・・・ ，e(t) as 

follows : 

.o(Aつi=l，…句 f: ρ(Bi(t)); j=l，… ラ e(t); o<tζ1'. 

Again let us put together these values of the two sets ancl arrange th巴m in increasing 

order. We denote these numbers so-arranged as follows: 

.on. .0 ・・ m {JO' {-'1， 'JUD 

where .00=0 and 0.$ Nく∞.

These numbers are called the critical values 01 the sequence {P(t): 0 ~ t云r}of interior 

parallelρolyhedra. Any one of these critical v乱luesmay correspond to the vanishing of 

one or more faces and edges. 

We denote the semi open interval (.0" p叶 lJby Ii; i=O，l，・"，N where I.N = (pλ~7 ， rJ. 

Therefore， it follows that， il t， t+M E Ii' theραrallelρolyhedra P(t) and P(t+d.t) 

contain the same nμmber 01舟cesand edges and each 01 the laces and edges of P(t) is 

ρarallel to the corresρonding element of P(t+M). 

ii) 'l'he second decomposition theorem 

Theoreln 5. 11 t， t + M ε1，ラ then

(3) 
f(t) ，(t) v(t) 

P(t+M) = P(t)十三ヨゲ(t，ムt)+戸(t， At)十 .:8r"(t， M)フ

i """ 1 詰 "~1

where (i (t， M) is a right prism with the base A i(t)αnd an altitude M， si(t， At) a right 

ρrism with four edges which areραraUel cong1'lWntωith Bi (t) and r"(t， t:.t) the compound 

pyr，αnud with a pair of the 0ρρosite vertices Ck(t)αnd Ck(t+M). 

We can prove it by using Hadwiger's decomposition formula of the exterior parallel 

polyhedron ([7， p. 16]). Namely， if we denote the 巴xterior parallel surface with the 

distance At of P(t) by j P(t+t:.t)， then we have 

!(JJ cCt) ，，(t) 

(4) /P(t十M)= P(t)十 L;Ia.i(t， M)+ ，(.ji(t， At)十三::::Irk(t， t:.t) 

where 〆α‘(tヲ M) is congruent to αi(ムt:.t);/si(t， M) a cylindrical-sector whose altitude 

is equal to the length of the edge Bi(のandwhos巴 centralangle isεqual to the angle 

If'j formed by the two positive normals to the faces which meet on the edge Bi(t) of 

P什);γ"(t， tlt) a spherical sector of the sphere with center Ck(t) and with radius ムt

whose solid angle is formed by the positive normals at C叱の (seeFig. 4). 

The v(t) spherical sectors Ir"(t，ムt) k= 1，… フ v(t)are gathered up to a sphere 

whose r旦diusis tlt by parallel displacement. 

Then si(t， tlt) is a circumscribed prism of /si(t， tlt). Howeverフ if the edge Bi(t) be 

a negative edge， th邑n lj(t) > li(t+tlt). Hence {ji(t，M) partly protrudes beyond P(t+At) 

(see Fig. 6). Further， the compound pyramid r"(t， At) is a figure circumscribed to the 
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Fig.4 

sph巴ricalsector 

Now it should be not巴dthat 

(i) means of we can 

ムムt);k= 1，・ ，v(t) to a closed circumscribed 

is I1t. 

Fig固 5

ut the v(t) 

about a whose radius 

If a幻 edgeBj (t) be a edge with the extremities C"'(のandCぺ theterms 

the decombosition for附 la(3) which make ゆ theexcess of (t，叫斤側十ムt)

should be幻 but αndrぺf，At〉.

Then， due to the negativ巴n巴S8 of the Bi (t)， the cicumscribed to a 

radivsム isnot convex. Further it is easy to sεe that the length of the edge of thε 

circumscribed which to an 巴 Bi(t)is to トムめ一lj(t)

〔言。).

1.5. 'l'he charaded由iicfunむtion.

i) The M(t) and the 障むurvatu:reM-叱i)

Let the vDlume and the surface area of be denoted by V(O and S(t) respecti. 

vely. The volume of the cylindrical-sector (t， in th巴 Hadwiger's decomposition 
1 

formula (4) is expressed by ~ rpj li(t)2. The following 日xpression was de五ned W. 

Blaschk巴 asth巴 edge-cu町 atureof P(t)， namely 

1 e(t) 

(5) M(t〉=23E1fj(めれ

wh巴re li(t) is the length of th日 edgeBj (t) and rp j is the angle between th巴 positive
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normals to the two faces of P(t) which have the edge Bぺt)in common. 

Adopting Blaschke's notation， let us denote the vertex-curvature of P(t) by C(t). 

Denoting the volum巴 ofthe exterior paral1ed surface 'P(t+tlt) of P(t) by 'V(t十t::.t)， we 

can obtain the Steiners lormulas from the Hadwiger's decomposition formula (4) as follows: 

(6) 'V(山)= V(t) + S(t)tlt + M(以 4糾 tc(以tlt)3

where C(t)口 4π.

On the other hand， by reference to the definition of the edge-curvature M(t) of P(t)， 

we de五nea quαsi edge刷curvatureM叱t)of P(t) by the form 

σ〉 M*の担当〉ω

Next， in order to obtain the expression of the volume of the fourth term in the formula 

(3)， we begin with the de五nitionof the form-figure of P(t). 

ii) The definition of a form-figure 

In the positive direction of the normal to the face A i (め wedraw the radius of the unit 

sphere whose centre is the origin and denote by ai (の theextremity of the radius. The 

point ai (t) is called the indicatrixρoint of the face A i(t) and the unit sphere marked 

the I(t) indicatrix points ai (t); i = 1，…，f(t) is called the normal indicatrix of 

P(t). 

Through the indicatrix point ai(t)， draw a plane， Oi(t)， parallel to the face Ai(t). 

The plane Oi (t) is cal1ed the imageρlane 01 the lace Aiの.

Further， drawing th巴 imageplanes O..(t)，…， 0 i IL (t) of all the faces of P(t) which 

possess an edge or a vertex of P(t) in common with the face Ai (t)， we denote by !1' (t) 

the polygon on the image plane Oi (t) which is formed by the μlines of intersection of 

the plane Oi (t) with the μplanes Oi.，…，Oiμ(t) respectively. Here it should be 

noted that the polygon Oi (の isnot always convex. We denote by n(t) the closed 

polyh巴dronwhich is enclosed by the I(t) polygons 01(t)， …，Of(t)(の. The polyhedron 

n(t) is called the lon勿-figureof the closed convex polyhedron P(t)， and is expressed by 

(8) n(のー UOi(t).

It is easy to see that the form-figure n(t) of P(t) is similar to the circumscribed 

polyhedron of the sphere with radius tlt which is composed of v(t) compound pyramids 

rlc(t， t::.の:k=l，…， v (t). The ratio 01 the similitude is 1 :ムt. Further it is easily seen 

that the length 01 the image edge on the lorm-figure n(t) which corresρonds to the edge 

Bi(の01P(t) is equal to 

一 一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一 一γ 一一一一ャ…w →
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ん(t+D.t)--l j (t) 
M 

H Bj ( t) is a negative edge of P ( t) and ムt→M E 1;亀 thenwe have 

十M)-lj(t)くO.

the the which to the 

P(t) is negative and the parts the Jl (t)αJhich contain image edges 

corresρonding to the neg，αtive edges of P(t) are concave (see Fig. 6). 

In connection with the form一五gureJl(のof a convex polyhedron P(t)ヲ a n巴w form is 

defin巴das follows: 

(9) Jl特(t)= 八 [li(t)，

where [li (t) is a closed half-space which is bounded by th巴 1m旦geplane [l舌 and

contains the normal indicatrix to P (の ByA Dinghas [5J and H. Hadwiger [8J， the 

form II叱t)is called the form回figure of め.Butラ inorder to distinguish J!叱t)from 

Jl(t)， let U8 call !l町の bythe name the form-figure of P(t). The quasi 

刀一発(t)is convex. is 付 iscongruent to n叱t). 1f P(t) 

is edge-singular， confains the corresρ to the negative edges P(t) 

but II長(の doesnot contain them. Instead of it， nペの containsa set of edges which do 

not corrεspond any edge of 

Fig.6 

Here， let U8 summarize the above r巴8u1ton the form-figure as fol1ows: 

Theorem 6. 万 theco仰 exρolyhedron P(t) is edge-singularラ the fon何回figurellCのof

P(t) is concave. 

iii) Theむharacte:risticfunctiol1 

The signed area of the closed po1ygon [li (1) of the form五gure which is the image 

face of the face A i (t) of P(めisdenot巴d (f i(め Thεnthe characteristic funclion II(の
of the convex po1yhedroロ P(t)is de五n巴dby 
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く10) x(t) = Lj t7.(t). 

Here， taking an edge Bi(t) of P(t) which is defined by the faces A' (t) and A k(t) and 

whose extremities are th巴 vertexes Cm(t) and C 叱t)， let the image edge on the fおor口m.fig必引ure

of the edg巴 Bjべ(tの)of P(tの)b巴 denotedby bがri(tの)and the image vertexes of the v，刊er討te位xe回s 

C'ぺr
angle of the巴dg巴 Bi(σt)，:1んi(tの)the length 0ぱfBiべ(tの)and tム，t+M E 1.， then the signed area 

of the triangle ゲ (t)cm(t)♂(t) on the image face ，ni (t) is given by 

~. ~J(t+t:.t)-li(t〉 十日 Ifj

2 M ----2 

which is equal to the signed area of the triangle ai (t)cm(t)cn(t) on the image face ，ni (の.

If the surface area x(t) of the form-figure IIくの is measured with image edges bi(t); 

j=l，…， e(t) of II (t) as a guide instead of image faces ，ni (t); i = 1，…，t(t)， it is given 

by 

(11) eど?1j (t+t!..t)-lj(t).__Ifj x(t) = ム 1¥..." L _V./ ":j '-"./ tan.Ls.-. 
ι=1 t!..t ----2 . 

Next， we denote th巴 surfacearea of the quasi form-五gureII*(t) by x*(t) and call it 

the quasi characteristic lunction or quαsi characteristic of the convex polyhedron P(t). 

When the parameter t decreases from r to 0， the quasi form-figure II叱t)is taken away 

the image faces of the vanishing faces of P(t) as often as the faces vanish. Hence， as 

the parameter t decreases from r 1:0 0， th巴 quasicharacteristic function x*(t) is rnonotone 

increasing and is never less than 4π. Or it can be stated as follows: 

Theorem 7. The quasi characteristic lunction l!旬)01 the sequence {P(t): 0 .s t 孟r}

01 the interior ραrallel su尺faces01αC仰 vexclosedρoly hedron P is a monotone decreasing 

ルnctionand is never less th仰 4π.

On the other hand， if the interior parallel polyhedron P(t) is edge-singular and the 

concave parts of its form開figureII(t) enlarge， it is possible that the characteristic function 

l!(t) takes any negative value without restriction. 

For example， let C1C2_C3C4C5C6(t) be a pentahedron and Ifl the plane angle of the 

dihedral angle along the edges caC4(t) and σひの and1f2 the one along the edges C3C6(t) 

and C4C5(t) (see Fig. 6). Then the characteristic function ~(t) is expressed as follows: 

l!(t) = 2 tan今:25;(tanZEtanvパ ta中 anω

Here， if rplく 1f2'the length of the edge OG2(t) is getting shorter inward. If Ifl =lf2' the 

length is constant. If 1f1く 1f2'the 1巴:ngthbecomes longer inward. For example， the value 

of /c ( t ) in case of 1ft >仇 isgiven as follows: 
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/1 (t) 

'PJ = 150' 

SO~ = 102" 

15097・

So OHSHIO 

it (t) 

'Pl = 150・

'P2 = 100" 

10.54，， 0， 

wh邑nヂ1く 1J!2，if s is a relati ve inradi us of thεedgε め andr> s， the 

C1CZ(t) of the pentahedron P(t) vanishεd at the value r-s. Further 'Nhen the parameter 

t decre旦sesin succession the critical valu己 Y-S，two faces のand の
which have no points in common in the intεrval (r-s， r) acquire a new negative 巴dg巴 Hl

common旦ndthe edge OC2(t) vanish目。 As the result of the appearence of the negative 

edge， the form-ngure [J(t) changes to be concave in the interval 印， r-s]. Therefore 

the characteristic function ;e(t) of the pentahedron P(のis not a monotone 

function in 0 < tζr  

Further we can various exam ples of a sequence { P (t) : 0 < t孟 r}of th邑 interior

parallel polyhedra whose char且cteristicfunction ~(t) 1s not a monotone function 

in the interval 0 < t ::;;: r. 

日巴reby {P} we denote the s日tof ail the convex polyhedra with interior points in the 

th四日 dimensionalEuc1idean space and ;.e (P) the charact巴risticfunction of E Then 

we hav巴

Tbeorem 8. The JI.(P) de{ined the set {P} tal?es any real number as 

its value and according as P is or the vαlue is either 

or not greater than 4π 

Further we have 

Theorem 9. The characleristic the sequence {P(t) : 0三三t手パ ofthe 

interior parαllel α a co仰 ex P is not a monotone 

Here we can d巴riveanother theorem from the of Theoreul 30εthat  

the edge Bk(t) whose extremities are C同 (t)and C"ての isa negativ巴巴dge of P(t) and 

th巴 faces Am(t) and A'ての denne th巴 axes L行間(t) and Lii'ての to the 巴 B"(の

with faces Ai (t) and A i (t) which meet on the Bk(t). Let のヲ aj(t)， a国 (t)

a立仁 be the indicatrix points of the faces A i (t)ヲ Ai(t)， and A叱t)

respectively. Th巴n the trihεdral O-ai(t)が(めゲての and O-aぺt)ω(めG怜(t)

are the trihedral angles to the trihedral angles Q也 and Qi "(t) 

rεspectivelyo Then applying the th己orem that a face of a trihedral angle is a 

suplement忍ryangle of the corresponding dihedr旦1angle of the suppl巴mentarytrihεdral 

angle and the fact that the dihedral旦ngle of the edge of the trihedral angle O-ai(t) 

ai (t) a川 (t) is equal to the interior angle of the spheric在1 triangle aる(t)ai(t)a"'(t)， 

we h乱ve

Theorem Ht Let an edge Bk(f) of the interiorρarallel 1うolyhedron a convex 

ρ。かhedronP be de{ined by the faces A i (t) and A i (t) and the axes L吋 削(t)and Li 

of the edge be defined by the face Aべの and Let the interior angles 

of the sPherical quαdrilateral ai めがι(t)which is constructed the indicairix 

ρoints of the faces A i (t)， A怜 (t)， Ai(t) and be 戸町 ， s脚 Thenwe have 
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(12) {J"，十仇三ん十{3jζ二lk(t)芸 l，cCtトムo

UJhere t， t十Mモムラ i=1ヲ 1・・ Nand M > 0 

1.6. Differential fm:mulas 

i) Steiner'自 formulas

If we use the expressions ]}!詫(t) and 11.(1) for 1he quasi edge-curvature and the 

characteristic function of P(め， the s巴cond decomposition formula (3) can be expressed in 

comparison with the volumes V(めand V(t-トムt) of P(t) and P(t十M)as follows: 

V(件 Aか V(O十 S(似 +M'"(t)(!l糾

This is Steiner句sformula for the volume of the interior parallel polyhedron P(t十ut). It 

is easy to derive the corresponding formulas for the other quantities of P(t十M)from the 

same formula (3) in comparison with the respective quantity in th巴 sameway. Then we 

have 

Theorem 11. lf t and t十M bel<側 gto the same interval 1 i (i = 0， 1，… ， o.r N) of the 

sequence {P (め:0 < t < r} of the interior parallel polyhedra of a convex polyhedr.ω P， 

the volume V(t十t::.t)， the suりCaccareα S(t+M)， the quasi edge-curvature M叱t-トムの ωld

the edge-curvature M(t十t::.t)of P(t十M)are extressed as folloUJs: 

(13) V(t+t::.t) = V(t)十S(似十M町山)2十iCII(山九

(14) S(t十t::.t)= S(t) + 2M叱t)ムt+ x(t)(M)2， 

(15) M'f(t十ムt)ニ M''f(O十x(t)t::.tフ

(16) M(t十M)ニ M(t)+ f1(t)M 

UJhere p(t) is the edge-curvature of the form-figure /1(0. 

ii) Differential formula自

First， since the surface area S(t) of th巴 int巴riorparallel polyhedra P(t) is continuous 

over the interval 0 < t三三久 wereadily obt乱infrom th巴 formula(13) the following formula 

(17) V(O=S(O 

where the prime means the differentiation with resp巴ctto t_ 

Next， in order to obtain th巴 differentialformulas for the rest of the quantities， we should 
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in mind the continuity of tI1e that is to say，九(t)旦ndp In 

the first place，w巴 have

1'1問。l'em12. The M叱t) the 仰terτ:or

a convex polyhedron P with うhere01 radius r (> 0) in discontinuous at 

the critical values Pi (i = 1，…， N). That we have 

Mべ +0)三玉

w here the equαlity holds when the 

Pi十oare limited to theυertices alone. 

For the sak日 of

21-221. 

we omit tI1e 

-0) 

01 αII the 舟cesas t→ 

For the d巴tailsee [10， p. 137J or [11， pp. 

The discontinuity of the characteristic function めisdefmitely shown Theor右m 12 

and the fact that the characteristic lunction lI.(t) is nothing less than the edge-

curvature to the [J (t) • 

Further， since th巴 form-五gur百万(t)changes its shape at each critical value Pi ; i = 1，… 9 

N， it is clεar that the edge-curvature of [J (の is discontinuous at 巴ach cri tical 

value. In connection with Theorem 9， it 18 巴asyto see that p(t) is not always 在

monotone function. Hence we have 

Th杷orem13. The chαracteristic fi制的οn and the edge】curvaturep(t) 01 the 

figure fI(t) 01 the interiorραrallel sequence {P(t) : 0 ~ t三三什 are discontinuous at the 

critical values P i : i = 1 ， ..回，N and are not always monotone 

Then， the differential formulas of 8(t)， M叱t) and M(t) are r・eadily obtain巴d from 

(14)， (15) and (16) respectively. Taking 且ccountof Theorems 12 and 13 the r己呂ults are 

summaIIzed in the following theor巴m:

TheoI'em令 14. II V(t)， S(t)， Mベt) and M(め arethe仰 the area， the 

edge-curvature and the the interiorρarallelρoかhedronP(t) 01 a 

convexρ P with inradius r (> 0)， then V(t) is il1 0三三f豆ず仰d

8(t)， M叩)， M(t) αre in (ρね ん+1)パ=0，…，N and one-sided 

differentiable at the critical valμes pιフ i=O，…，N

That is輪 we have in 0孟 t0三五r

(17) V'(t) = S(t) 

and in (Pi， Pi十1);i=仏…， 1'1 

(18) 8'(t) = 2M矢(t)，

(19) = X(t)， 

(20) M勺)= p(t). 

And we hαve at a critical value Pi i= 1， 2，.. ・，orN 
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(21) 'S(pρ 2M町ρi-O)ミS'(Pi)= 2M叱ρi+O)，

(22) 'M!<'(ρ心=;:(ρ.-0)ミM'Ycl(Pi)= x(p，十O}，

(23) ノM(Pi)= p(ρ，-0)ミMl(ρρ=ρ(Pi十0)

where the equality in (21) holds only when P(t) contains no .'向ceswhich converge to edges 

of P(Pi) as t →仏+0.

S 2. Al)P帥 ximati.oIlsto a clo呂edconvex呂nrfaceand formnlas of di鉦erentiatiol1

and integmtion 

2ム Theapproximation theorem 1 

i) 1n this section and in all succeeding sections we shall use the phrase可onvexbody" 

to mean "closed bounded co附 Jexset with interior 1うointsヘand 代 closedconvex surface" to 

lnean ててboundaryof a convex body". 

Theorem 15. 1f K isαconvex closed s川向ceand ifεis a given ρositive number， there 

are convexρolyhedra P， P. such that 

PCKCFE 

and P is an interior ραrallel tolyhedron of F. at the distanceε. 

Proof. K can be covered by a finit巴 numberof closed spheres with radiusεwhose centres 

are contained in K. The convex closure of centr巴sof such spheres is a convex polyh巴dron

We denote it by P. Further， taking a polyhedron to which P is an interior parallel 

polyhedron at the distance e， we denote it by P.. Then it is clear that P C K c P. and 

the theorem has been proved. 

ii) Extreme !Joint日 andextreme sUP!Jorting plane日

Let us denote the coordinates of a point X by (Xb x2， xa)， the closed segment J0l11lng 

the points X， Y by X Y and the inner product Xj yl + X2 y2 + Xa Ya of two points X， Y by 

X. Y For conveni巴nce，let us denote the equation of a plane which does not pass 

through the origine 0 by the form A. Xニ 1，that is: 

αlXl+a2X2十aaXa=1. 

Definitioll. ( i) Aρoint X is said to be an extreme ρoint of the convex body K if XεK  

and there are no two ρoints Xj， Xz of K such that 

XEX1XZ (X宇 X]， X宇 X2)
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Ajうlanen， A o X = 1 is said to be an extreme αne of a closed convex 

K ザ itdoes not cut K and it is not to Iind two ρlanes JIj， JI2， say Aj.X 

=1 and A2oX=1， which do not cut K and are such that A=AAけi!十p=1， i! > 0， 

> O. 
Thel1 we have the followil1g two th巴orems(see [6， p. 24 al1d p. 27J) 

Theorem (1). A convex is the closure of the convex cover its extreme ρoints. 
Theorem (2). A closed 0併 zvex is the infersection the closed加 lfspaces bounded 

it sextreme 

2.2. Tbe appro玄imatiolltheo:rem n 

i) Lemma 

Lemma. K is a convex body and a point )( belongs to K， X is an extreme 1うointof K， 

or an interior point 

fζ 

or whose vertices are extreme 

Proof. )( is a frol1tier poil1t， or al1 interior point of K 

First let us suppose that X is a frontier point. Then by the quoted theorem (2)， 

through the point )( there passes at least one exrreme supporting pl日 e. Let JI be one 

of them. Then the 8U pporting set JI n K is託 point，a line-segment or a two dimensional 

convex set with interior points on ll. If it is a point， the II円K is none oth巴r

than)(. That i5， X is an extr巴mepoint of 1ζ If it is a line.s巴gment，)( is its extJ了emity

or its int巴riorpoint. In the former case )( is an記xtr日rnepoint and in the latter case it 

is an int日riorpoint of l-simplεwhose vertices are the extreme poInts of 1ζNext多

if the set K is a convex set wIth interior on the point )( 18 a frontier 

or an inter10r point of the set 17日瓦 Here，巴ttheboundary curve of the 自己t

Kdεnote by U固If}{ 1S on the curve U， then it i5 clear that X is an悶 trem巴

or an interior point of l-simplex whose extremities are白xtremepoints of K. Next suppose 

that X is an interior point of the set 11円!{which is enclosed the closed convex curve 

U Then th町 eare at least three extreme OIl U Let one of them be denoted by 

x1_ Then the straight lin巴 joiningX and x1 intersects U at a point other than xl， say 

x 2 • Then the point X2 lS an日xtremepoint or an interior point of l-simplex whose ex-

tremities are extreme pOlnts of K， say x3 and x 4• Then in the form町四日 X i8 an 

interior point of l-simplex whose vertices are the extreme points X1 and x2 of K and in 

the latter case x is an interior point of 2-simplex whose vertices are the e主主treme points 

)(1， )(3 and )(4 of K， 

Finally suppos巴 thatX is a11 interior point of K By virtue of the quoted theorem (1) 

there are at least four四 tremepoints on thεsurface of K which are not contained in a 

plane. Let four of such a set be denoted )(i; "I = 1，・ー， 4. The11 X is an 

interior point， 011 a f呂田ヲ 011an edge or an exterior point of th巴 3-simplexX1)(2 X3 X 4• H 
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)( is an interior point， on a face or an edge of the 3-simplex今)( is an interior point of 

3ーフ 2-or l-simplex whos巴 veriicesare extrem巴 pointsof K. If)( is an ext巴1匂 rpoint 

of the simplex， take one of the vertices of the simplex， say )(1， and let us draw a straight 

line Jommg th日 twopoints X and )(1. Th色nthe line intersects the surfac巴 ofK at a point 

other than the point )(1， say )(5. Then)(5 is an extr巴mepoint of K or an interior point 

of 1-or 2-simplex whose vertices are extreme points of K. Hence)( is an interior point 

of 1-， 2ー or3-simplex whose vertices are e玄tremepoints of K. Thus the theorem has 

been proved. 

ii) 'fhe approximation thcOl'cm n 
TheOl'em 16. 11 K is a co仰 exbody with the origin 0 as its inteTiorρoint and ifεis a 

givenρositive number， the1官邸istsa convexρolyhedron Q all 01 whose vertices are the 

extremeρoints 01 K such that 

QCKC(l十 ε)Q

where (1+ε)Q is aρoかhedronsimilar to Q whose centre 01 similitude is O. 

Proof. Let h be the minimum value of the supporting function. There is a positive 

numberεo such that 0く 80く he. Then by the approximation theorem 15 we can choose 

且 convexpolyhedron P such that 

Pe， cK亡 P，

where P'o is日ninterior parallel polyhedron to P at the distance ε0・ Here，taking all the 

vertices of 品。 whichare not extreme points of K， we can let each of them correspond to 

a s巴tof the extreme points of K by the lemma such that 

i) the extreme points are the vertices of 1-， 2-or 3-simp lex， 

ancl 

ii) such a simpl巴xcontains the vertex in question of P.O as its interior point. 

Now， leaving the vertices of 品。 whichare the extreme points of K as it is， let each of 

the vertices of p" which is not an extreme point of J( be replac巴clby the v巴rtIcesof the 

simplexes of the above clefinecl set. L巴tthe polyheclron 80 obtainecl be c1enoted by Pぺ
Furth巴rlet us clenote by Q the closure of the convex cover of the polyhedron P/白 Then

we have 

及。 cQcK亡 P.

On the other hancl， sillce hε> 80， we have P C (1-トε)Qラ thatis to say， 

QCKc(1十 ε)Q.

Thus the theorem has b巴enprovεd. 
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203. Tbe applt'Oxl阻 ationthem"em UI 

i) Polar dua!ity 

In order to obtain the th巴oremIII， we shall use the concept of polar 

duality. 

Definition. 11 K is any suhset of the 3-dimensional Euclidean sβace E3' then theρolar 

01 K is such a suhset K必

K*= {Y: XoY< 1， X正K}

where X and Y are (X1' %2， %3) and (Yl> Yz， αnd X. 

The following properti巴S of the polar duality are well.known園

( a ) K is convex， K発 isco仰断固

(b) If CKz， then K1*コK2*.

十X3Y3・

(c) The αr an extremeρoint X 01 a convex 

ρlane of t卸 ρolarK持.

(d) 1f K* is the 

K is an extreme supporting 
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Th邑nwe have 

Theorem 17. 1f K is a co仰 exbody with the origin 0 as an interior and il e is a 

given jうositive幻umber，there exists a convex polyhedron P eαch 

extrC1仰e K respectively and such that 

ωhose faces is 0悦側

(24) KζPC(l+ε)K.。

ProoL Let K". be the polar of K. Then we can suppose from th巴乱pproximationtheorem 

II th乱tthere邑xistsa convex Dolvhedron P持 suchthat 

-2-K長 cP科 CK*
1十ε

and乱11th巴 Vεrticesof p*旦reextr官 nepoints of K*。

if the polar of PK-is denoted by P， then we have from the above properties (a) 

乱nd(b) that 

KcPc(1+ε〉瓦

and from the property (c) that each of the f旦C巴sof P is on on巴 ofthe extreme supporting 

planes of K I・espectively. Thus the theorem has been proved. 

2.4. Quantitie田 a呂田ociatedwith a むonvexbody 

Let ¥11 be the class of convex bodies in a clos記dbounded portion of Ea. As is well匂

by using the definition of a U (広め ofa convex body K， w巴 can

d邑fine乱 metricin羽 田 follows.
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Let K1 ancl K2 b巴 twomembers of 1J1， and 1巴to1 be th巴 10w己rbound of positive numbers 

O such that U (K]， o)コK2 ancl o2 be the 10wer bouncl of positive numbers o such that 

U(K2，δ〕コ Kl・ Thenthe clistance between Kl ancl ιis clefinecl to be 

(25) ム(1(1'K2) = δ1十九.

Hereヲ 1et{e i} be a series of positive numbers e i : i口 1，2，・ suchthat εtends to 

Z巴roas →∞. Next， 1et Pも bea conv巴xpo1yhedron each face of which is on an extrerne 

supporting plane of K r邑spective1yand such that 

K CPi c(1十ei)K.

Moreover， 1et us consider that pi+l contains a s巴tof faces in common with al1 faces of 

p孟 ancl

Then it is easy to s巴ethat 

(26) 

and 

(27) 

piコpi+1

ム(K，Pっとb.(K，Pi+l) 

lim b.(K， Pつ=0.
2ーが∞

i= 1ヲ 2γ.

i=l， 2，・・・

Now， let us denote the vo1ume， surface area， quasi 巴clge-curvature ancl edge-curvature 

of the polyheclron pi by V(Pつ，S(Pつ，M*(PつandM(Pつrespectiv巴1y.

Then we can prove that each sequence 01 these lunctionals， that is {V(Pつ}， {S(PつL

{M叱Pつ}and {M (?つ}is a monotone decreasing sequence2). In the pres巴ntcase， we 

can prove the monotone decreasing property of the sequence {M'"ぐPつ}by showing that 

the quasi eclge-curvature of the 1atera1 eclges of a pyramid is larger than that of the edges 

of its base. It is well-known that the same property is possessed by the other functionals 

(for example， see [7]) 

Here 1et us summarize the above.obtained results 

( i) The given convex body K is the intersection 01 the closed halfゃαcesbounded by its 

extreme suρρortingρlanes. 

(ii) The given convex body K can beαρ'proximated with a monotone decreasing s仰 lence

{ε;} 01 givenρositive numbers El>ε2>…and by the sequence {?'} 01 1りoかhedraPる

(i=l， 2，…) each 01 whose laces is on an extreme su妙ortingρlane01 K as JちlloUJs:

p1コp2コ...コK園

2) Here it should be noted that {MペPり isa monotone decreasing functional. Because， in gen巴ral
even if P c Q， it does not always hold that M町P)く M町Q)，that is to say， it may be that M町P)
>M汽Q).
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Eαch the seque幻ces {V(Pつ}， 弐ー(Pi)} and the 

quantities V(Pi)， S(PつM叱Pつand つ i= 1， 2， .•• is αmσnotone 

that is: 

V(Pl)孟 V(P2)与三…フ 二三と

M'ι(p!)与三M町と…， M(Pりとミミ….

Therefore we can conclude that there exist the infimums of these qu乱ntities，that is to 

say， inf V(Pつ， inf S(Pつ， inf M*(Pつandinf Moreover it isεasy to show the 

uniquencess of each infimum of these quantities. 

Herεupon let 145 de伽 ethe suゆ ceareaラ totalme仰 curvatureand 

mean curvαture the convex body K by the V(Pつ，infS(Pつ，つ and

問:fM(Pつresjう Wedenote them by V， S， Ml" and M 

2o!i. The 自eq現世:nむ坦 ofinterior 自urfacesof a clo自edconvex surface 

i) Dei王国itions

Let K be a convex body with interior points and r (> 0) the radius of its insphere. If 

the s色tof all the extreme supporting planes of K 18 denoted by {A}フ Ki8exprεS8邑dfrom 

the quoted theorem (2) 

K=n 

wh日r邑 A is a closεd negative half-spacεwhose boundary 1S the extreme supporting plane A. 

Now we denote by the plan記 parallelto a pl且ne A whose positiv巴 normal i8 

parallel to that of A and whose distance from A lS equal to r-t along the 

negativ日 normalof A and A(t) th邑 closed half-spac巳 which is bounded by 

Then we define an interior paralle 1 surfac巴め toK at the distance r-s by 

the form 

H.{t) 円 A(t).

Here a parallel plane A(のto th巴 supporting A of K is not always a ;;:upporting 

plane of !uσ) and if t > r， K(t) is a null set. Hence we can denne the interior p且rallel

surfac日め of K in the interval 0く t~ r. We define the kernel of th己m as the limi-

ting figure of K(め ast →o and denote it K(O). Including the kernel K(O) ， thus 

we dε五nethe sequence interior 戸lr，αllel a closed convex su叱facewith inr，αdius 

r(> 0) and denote it by {K(の :0 豆 t~r}. 

Taking an interior parallel surface J((t) of K and its supporting plane A(t)， we call 

the int日rsectionA( T) n K(t) the supporting set of K(t) on the plane A(t) and denote 

it by A(り Thenit is己asilyse巴nthat a supρ set A(のisa iJoinια 

。'Ifinite length or a co宇zvexflat少artwith interi・orjうointson the sujぅ>tortingpla ne A(t) 
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Further we can de五neth巴 indicatrixtoint of a supporting set A ( t) and the no仰 1al

indicatrか ofK(t) as the limiting五gur巴 ofthe corresponding五gur・esof the approximating 

polyh巴drato th巴 convexbody K(t). Here， il all theρoints 01 the sur..白ceK(t) are 

regular， then the normal indicatrix 01 K(t) is the unit-sphere itself A singularρoint of 

the sUlface K(t) corresponds to a blankρortion 01 the normal indicatr仇

Next let U8 define the form-figure JI(t) of the surfaee K(t). First，taking an extreme 

supporting plane A(t) of K(の， let O(t) be a tangent plane to the normal inclicatrix 

of K(t) which is parallel to A(のandpasses through the indicatrix point a(め ofA(t). 

And we eall the plane O(t) the image plane of the plane A(め Nextlet {A'(t)} 

be the class of extreme supporting planes whieh h乱ve the frontier points of K(t) in 

eommon with A(の and let {Oての} b巴 the class of th巴 imageplanes of the class 

{A'(t)} • Let O(t) be the closed convex eurve on the plane O(のwhieh is enclosed 

by the class {Oての円。(t)} of the interseetions O'(t) n O(t). Then the lorm-fifigure 
JI(t) of the surfaee K(めisdefined by 

JI (t) = U O(t). 

In connection with the de五nItionof the form-J1gure， let n(t) be a closεピ negative

half田spacewhich is bounclecl by the image plane O(t) of A (t) ancl which eontains the 

normal inclicatrix of K(の Thenwe deJ1ne the quasi 10rm-fiJs71tre JI"--(t) by the form 

JI叱t)=円。(t).

1t is cl巴arthat the qnasi lorm回-figureJI叱t)is alωαys convex but the lorrn-figure JI(t) 

is not always convex. 

In c∞on即lωlclu日剖ionwe should ιd白le巴d負fin巴 the ch α r叩αctμeristiμ!瓦冶clunctμμ的i，め.冶仰0

su山rfa乱c印邑 a訂re朗aof the fおorm-fi五匂gur閃巴 n(tの)of K(tの)a叩ndt出h記 q伊uαsich加?前tμer;巾iゐst枕i化icfunction x*亡の

of K(t) as th巴 surfaee area of thεquasi form-figure n叱め ofK(t). Here iI(t) and 

p.*(t)αre none other than the fotal mean curvatures 01 nCt) and n叱t) re~戸ectiveか At

this tIme we define the integral of mean eurvature of JI(t) as secondary characferistic 

and denote It by f1(t). 

ii) The properties of the characteristic function x(t) 

Definition. (i) A Irontier point 01 a convex body is regular il it lies 仰 onlyone 

suρρortingρlane. 

(ii) A suβporting Plane 01 a convex body is regular il it meets the body in only oneρoint. 

Then it is easy to see that 

( 1) the set 01 reg-ular Ir.仰 tiertoints 01 a co仰 exboめ!is dense in the lrontier 01 the 

body， and 

( 2) il eve1y lrontier 1うoint01 K(t) is regular then the lrontier is majぅρedonto the 
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normal i幻dicatrix the and the characteristic 

and the 

Further， it is clear that a jうoint 正onvexbody 

1( is an extrerne 

H A(の18a suppoorting at a regular frontier point of a conve玄 the 

set A(t)円の=A(t)i8 called to be Further the locus of th巴

regular supporting set A(のofth巴 sequence {K(め:0 S;: i _~ r} 18 called an 的ner to 

the supporting set A of the conγ巴xbody K and it is denoted by I(A). 

Here in the same man日記ras in the case of a convex polyh巴dronit is prov邑d the 

Blaschke selection theorem that there is such a class s1うheresas t，仰 chthe 

supporting set A(t) K(l) and are co幻tainedin K(t) and have the maximum radius 

Th巴nsuch a sphere is called the relative insjうhereto the regular supporting set め and

the radius of thεrelative insphere the relative inradius to th巴 5日tA(t)。

Then corresponding to the Theorem 2 in the case of the interior parallel polyhedra， we have 

Th.忠ore宜n18. If is the relative inradius to a set A a closed 

convex then the SU)ゆ setAの ofthe interior仰 rallels町向ceK(O 

vanishes at the value r-d(A) (与の.

Here， the surface normal to a r己gular supporting set A(t) of K(t) may displace 

continuously along the surfacε め and the relative inradius の)may be a 

continuous function with respect to the direction of th巴 surfacenormal. That is to say， 

in case of旦 convexbody IC the v旦lu邑 m乱y be continuous. Henc巴 itfollows 

th旦tthe characteristic the sequence { 0 :;S:. t三三 r} is not a 

αnd in general may be a c仰 ，ttinuous of the parameter t. 

Howev邑r，the of the of the surface 1((め ns巴 to

discontinuities of the characteristic function lI.(t) of の， that i8 to say; 

(1)α of the 

ones，仰 d

( 2 ) a rectilinear edge. 

VJhose normal direction is discontinuous to the 

Therefore， the values of the parameter t corres ponding to the discontinuous points of 

the characteristic function a工e call巴d the critical vαlues of the param巴ter of the 

sequence {K(の:os;:t豆 r}. 

the numbers the jlat-βartsαnd the rectili幻ear of a closed convex 

are both enumer，αble. Therefore the number the critical vαlves the characteristic 

tion x(t) is at most enumerable. Moreovεムifw巴 usethe definitions of the terms negative 

edge， edge-singular and edge-regular just as they were given for the case of polyhedra， 

we have in general 

TheOl"・em19. The characcteristic function ~(t) of the sequence {K，の:0三三 t;::;rl 0/ 

interior parallel s附 aclosed co仰 exsurface K with inradius r (> 0) takes any real 

number and is not always a monotone but the characteristicルnctio幻

is a r;ωnotone decreasing And we have 
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(28) II (の ':;:;x."(め， 4π三三>1*(め， O三二t三二r

where the equality in the jartner holds when K(t) is edge-regular. 

2.6. ])iffe:rential formulas and integral formulas 

i) Quantities and Steiner'自 formulas

On account of !3き2.3and 2.4， we can suppose a set of the functions V(の，S(の，

M代の，M(の， 1I(t)， lI*ての乱ncl p.(の as the enclosed volume， surface-area， total mean 

curvature， integral of mean curvature， characteristic function， quasi characteristic ancl 

seconc1ary characteristic of乱 convexboc1y K(め of the interior parallel sequence {Kσ): 

O<t孟叶

1n general， the characteristic functiσn l<(t) is not a stφ-fz仰 ction. Hence the extended 

Steiner's formulas of the volutne， suり'acearea， quasi edge-curvature and edg，ιcurvature. in 

case ofa coηvexρolyhedron carmot be generalized for the ρresent case. 

ii.) Differential fOl'mulas 

But the c1ifferential formulas (17)， (18)， (19) anc1 (20) can be generalized for a sequence 

{K(t):O.;;;;，t豆け ofinterior parallel surfaces of a closed convex surface K with inrac1ius 

r (> 0). We can obtain them from the following theorem (see (12， P.353J). 

Tbeorem. If a sequence of cωwex func抑制 C仰 vergesto a litnit function， the derivatives 

of the functions of the sequence converge to the derivative of the litniiんnction，ρrovided

that the lafter exists， thaf is， with the exceρtion at most of an enutnerable set ofρoints 

Hence we have on account of the approximation theorem III 

Theorem 20. The enclosed volntne V(め ofthe interior 仰 rallelsur戸ceK(め ofa 

convex closed surface K with inradius r (> 0)ぬ differentiablein 0く t~ r， that is， we have 

(29) V'(の=S(の.

Th，e surface area Sの，total tneαn curvature M叱め andintegral of tnean curvatu.re 

M(めαredifferenliable at everyυalue t exceρt for the critical values and we have 

(30) S'(め=2Mベの，

(31) M*/(の=lI(t)， 

(32) M'(の=ρ〔の.

At the critical value p， S(t)， M*(のand Mじめ α7・.eone-sided differentiable αnd we have 

(33) 

(34) 

IS(ρ) = 2Mべp-O)ミダ(p)= 2M叱p十0)，

'M*(p) = x(ρーのぞM四 (p)ニ lI(P+O)，
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(35) =μ(pーのぞM/(ρ)=μ(ρ十0).

Integral formlJllas 

Since the surface area S(のi8continuous in [0， r]， we g邑 theintegral formula for 

the volume V(t) of an interior parallel surface KIくり of 呂 closedconvex surface K with 

inradius r (> 0) from the differential formula as 

V(t) = Joのdt

where 0三五t三三 r.

this， however the total mean curvature lVI"(の， characteristic function 

and secondary characteristic p(t) are discontinuous at the critical values and the numb記r

of the critical values i8 at most enumεrabl日 Hencethe surface area S(め， total 

mean curvature M*(のandintegral of mean curvatur日 M(t) are integrable. Thus we 

hav邑

Theorem 21. The volume め9 S(t)， total mean四cu仰 αtureMベt)and 

。1mean-curvature M(t) an interior parallel s町 faceK(t) ofα closed co附 ex

surface K with inradius r (> 0) are in [0， tJ and we have 

~~ ~の = J:Sωゐ

開 = J>附 似

(38) M誌の J>ωsd十M叩 i)，

M(t) = J: 州 (0)

ωhere， if K is surface with 1台lane-IzernelQ of theρ1m印 刷 印 Fand the boundary-length 

then we have 

S(O) =訊附(0)= J 1to(u) M(i十三 U;

K is a s吹かcewith line-.kernel then we have 

S(O) = 0， M特例=トι M(O) = π 

and if K is a surface withρoint-kernel， then we have 

改め =M叱0)= M(O) = 03). 

3) See for the detai! [9， pp. 43--44J. 
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iv) The convexity of Quantities 

Suppose that the parameter t of the sequence {K  (の :0孟t< r} decreases] from 'r to 

zero. If the vanishings of extreme supporting planes at a critical value p bring some 

of new negative edges of K(t)， the form-figure n(t) adds some of concave parts 

itself. Then the characteristic function x(t) decreases its value by the amount equal to the 

th巴 newadded negative area. But the vanishing of extreme supporting planes gives rise 

to the enlargement of the form-五guren(t) except for the addition of the negative 

edges， so that the values x(t) and p(t) increase. Hence if we suppose the case in which 

parameter t increases from 0 to r， we have 

Theorem 22. Exceρt for the critical values of the ραrameter of the sequence { K (の:

O<t三五r}of the interior parallel surfaces of a c/osed co仰 exsu叱faceK with inradius r 

(> 0)， we have 

(40) x/(t)=x*/(t)豆0， 〆(の孟O.

On the other hand， by the di妊erentialformulas (29)， (30)， (31) and (32)， and the 

results that Mべのミ0，1I(め雲0，and (40)， the fol1owing theorem can be definitely shown. 

Theorem 23. The volume V(のofa interior parallel surface K(のofa c/osed c，側 vex

su穴faceK with inradius r (> 0) is a convex function， but iお surfacearea S(t) may be 

aωnv叫んnctionor a concave function. The total mean curvature M町わ andthe 初tegral

of mean curvature Mぐの αre both concave functions. 

3 3. A new characterization of the sphere and the isoperimetric problem 

3.1. A characterization of the sphere 

The characteristic function of the sphere is equal to 4πover the whole interval 0 ~ t .:::;: 

Y. However， there are other surfaces whose characteristic functions have the same property. 

For example， the convex cover of a torus， the spherical cylinder which is defined as a 

convex cover of two equal spheres whose centres are distinct， etc. 

Further the Theorem 19 signifies that among the class of edge-singular convex polyhedra 

there exist some examples whose characteristic functions are constantly equal to 4πover 

their intervals. Here with the object of characterization of the sphere by using the 

characteristic function let us begin the following lemma. 

Lemma. 0 f all the closed 0仰 vexs町faceshaving a constant characteristic junction 

over the whole interval of iぉ intetiorρarallelsequence， the ca，ρ-sur.向ceand the tangential 

surface of a sρhere are the one having aρoint-kernel. 

Proof. The condition that 

~(t) =const. O~t~五 κ
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requires that all the extrem日 planesdo not vanish over the whole interval， 0 < 
t三三r. Moreover in order to have a point岨kernel，the distance from th邑 point-kernelK (0) 

to each of theεxtreme supporting planes of K(t) must be叫 ualto t. Hence the necessary 

and S11伍cientcondition for the prop巴rtyist hat: all the extrerne sUl妙。 ofK are 

tangent 01 a s同erewith radius r. Therefore th邑 surface the giv日ncondi岨

tion is the cap但 surfaceof a sph色reor the t乱ngentialsurface of a sphere only. Thus the 

lemma has been 

Further we hav日

Corolla.ry. めisan interiorρarallel surlace 01 a closed conve'X: surface K with 

inradius r (> 0) and has a 1うointみerneland its characleristic 幻のお

to c in 0三三t三三 Y，then ωe have 

V(ト ;f39Sο)=ct2， 1¥1/長〔トct O<t'!2二r

where c is equal to the chαrαcleristic K 

Theo:rem 24. all the closed convex ωhose characteristics are to 471: over 

the whole interval 01 its interior sequence， the sphere is the one having a point必ernel.

Proof. 1t is clear that th巴 spheresatisfies the given condition. On the other h且nd，if 

K is a convex body with the propertyフ bythe lemma it should be a cap-surface of a 

sphere or a tangenti乱 surfaceof a sphere固

First， let K be a cap司 surfaceof a sphere in the strict sense. Then K(のshouldalways 

contain one vertex at th邑 veryleast and its form-figure ll(のshouldalways cont証ln onε 

or more vertices which correspond to the ones of K(の Thensince such a form-五19ure

ll( t) includes the unit-sph色rewithin it in the strict s邑nse，it follows that 

iI (め >4π o <t< r. 

Hence， the cap-surface of a sph邑r巴 iロ thestrIct sense does not satisfy the giv色ncondition. 

Nextヲ letK be a tangential-surface of a Then we may two cases 

呂ccordingto whether K is edge四regularor edge.singular. 

First， let K be an edge-singular tangential sur‘face of a sphere of radius r (>0). Since 

the ch旦ractεristic function x(t) should be equal to 4πover  the interval 

O三三f三三 r，none of its negative edges vanish巴s. Hence th邑 n暗証tive edges converge to 

the line-segments of finite-length as t一→O. Then the sequenc巴 of the interior parallel 

surface of the surface K cannot have a point-kerne1. Therefore!i.. is not edg巴回singular

Next， If K is an edge-regular tangεntial surf且回 of a sphere of radius r(> 0)， let U8 

denote one of its edges by B. Then K has two extreme supporting plan邑s，say A， and A2， 

which meet at the edge B. Hence the form-figure II contains two image planes il1 and n2 

which correspond to A1 and respectiv日ly. Then the form-figure J] contains anyway one 

edge which is d巴finedby nj and n2・ Th白色foreits charact巴risiIc11 is greater than 4 7T. 

After a11 it follows that K can not contain any edges. 日記ncεtheconvex surface which is 
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satisfied with the condition should be a spher.e. Thus the theorem has been completely 

proved. 

3.2. The Brunn.Minkowski theorerm 

i ) A set of isoperimetric inequalities 

The isoperimetric prob~rm in Es is usually stated as follows: Of all convex bodies with 

a given volume， the ~ρhere has the least surfaceαrea; of αII convex bodies with a given 

surface area， the s，ρhere has the greatest volume. The isoperimetric prop巴rtyof the sphere 

is usually proved by the isoperimetric inequality 

S3 -36π v2ミO.

As is w巴ll-known，H. Minkowski resolved it into two inequalities 

M2-4πSよ0， S2-3MV与O.

Further， in connection with the solutions of these inequalities， various inequalities have 

been added. We treated a set of isoperimetric inequalities in the previous papers [9J and 

[10] in such a case where the characteristic function l( ( t) is a monoton巴 d巴creasingstep-

function. Here， let us prove some of the inequalities by applying the Brunn-Minkowsk 

theorem. 

ii) A conca ve array (linear Eikるrperschar)

Let Ko and Kl be two convex bodies in Es and let A be such a parametぽ that0<  J.孟1.

Then， the class of convex bodies which are defined by 

(40) KJ.. = (1-A)Ko + J.K1 

is said to form a concave array. Let the volum巴sof the bodies Ko， Kt. and KJ.. be VQ， V1 

and VJ.. respectively. Then， the Brunnふtlinkowskitheorem in Es is expressed as follows: 

if KJ..=(l-J.)Ko十J.Kt. then the third root of the volume VJ.. of Kλ is a concave function 

with resρect to J.. That is to say， we have 

tレ右主ミ (1-J.)汐干。+砂V1

where the equaliわIholds if and only if Ko and Kl are homothetic. 

Now let Ko be the form-五gureof Kl' Then it is easy to see that Kλis the interior 

parallel body of K1 at the distance J. (ミ 0)from Kl and Ko is the form-figure of K~ too. 

Here let us consider that K1 has the inradius t ( > 0) and the two bodies KJ.. and K1 are 

represented by K(のandK(t+心 respectively. Then K(t) is an interior parallel body 
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of the convex body K(t十め atthe distance A from K(t+心ヲ and K(t) and K(tiーの hav巴

the common form司五gur巴品。 Hence，we have the ext日nd吋 Steiner'sformula for the volume 

of the interior parallel surfac巴4)

(41) V(t十心 = V(t) + S(りA+ M*(t) il2 + ~ x(似

where V(t)， M持(t)and are the su工:face ar己a，total mean curvatur巴

旦ndcharacteristic function of 11.(りr日spectively・

Nεxt， if 11.0 in (40) be a unit sphere， 11.1 18 the 己xterior parallel body of 11.). at the 

distance A from 11.1-. H we denote the volume of J(l Vlt+ill， the well.known 

Steiner's formula， we have 

(42) V{t+A} = 十S(t)A. + M(t) ).2十ケ ).3

wh己目 V(の， S(t) 旦nd M(り ar己 the volum巴 surface ar巴a and integral of mean-

curvature of the conv記X 11.). in (40) 

1t is that the Brunn司Minkowskitheor日m can be applied to the abov日 formul日lS

(41) and (42)。

iii) Application自

First， taking up the third root5 of both sid記Sof th巴 formuls (41) above obtained， we 

readily have their second d記rivativeswith respect to A as follows， 

d2 
/H/.  • ，，~， 2 _VT/.  -;[;.2 (V(t←川Y'子)= ----t-[V(t+.or:3[(S(t)宮-3M叱t)め〉十刊のS(t)-3x(t)V(t))A 

ート(NJ刊の約.

Sinc巴 thethird root of the volume V(t十心 isa convex function of ん itfollows bv the 

Brunn.Minkowski theorem that 

Then， w巴 haveby using the 

(43) 

and 

(44) 

ri2 

J九一(V(t+心3)三三O.
dJ.. 

side of the且boveformula 

M発(のミO

S(が -3M刊のめミO

The equalities in (43) and (44) hold if and onか theconvex body K(t) and its 

figure n(のαreho明 othetic，that is to say， K(t) is a c~ρ-surface of a sρhere or a 

4) It should be noted that even if K(t) belongs to an interior parallel sequence {K(り:0豆t話什，

the surface K(t+ A) does not always belong to the sequence. 
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tan伊 ntialsurface of a ~ρhere 0 f radius t (よ 0).

These results hold all over the interval 0 -s; t ~ r of the intrirlsic interior parallel sequenc.e 

of a c.onvex body K with inradiusれ

1n the same manner， we can obtain the following in巴qualitiesfrom Steiner's formula (42) 

for the volume of the exterior parallel sequenc.e. 

(45) M(の2_ 4πS(t)孟 O

and 

(46) 吹か 3M(のV(の孟O

The equalities in (45) and (46) hold if and only if the convex body K1 is hOJnothetic 

with the unit sρhere Ko. That is to say， the equalities in (45)ω~d (46) hold if and only 

ザ K1is a s，ρhere 0 f radius t. 

However， r巴memberingthe relation M ( t) < M代め andcomparing (46) with (44)， we 

c.an say that the equality in (46) holds if and only if the convex body K1( = K(め)isα 

cαρ-surface of a sPhere or a tangential surface of a sρhere 

iv) Schwarz's inequali.ty 

By eliminating M (め fromformulas (45) ancl (46)， we get the original isoperimetric 

inequality， that is to say， Schwarz's inequality: 

(47) S(t)>l-36π V(め2与O.

The equality holds if and only if K(め zs a sρhere and the inequαlity holds in 0孟 tく閃

In the same way from (43) ancl (44) we obtain in 0手 tζr

(48) S(t)3-9x(t) V(t)2ミO

where the equality holds for the cゆ仰rfaceof a ~ρhere and the tangential surプaceo{ a 

ゆhere.

3.3. The explicit repre自entationof the isoperimetric deficiencies and a set of the 

isoperhnetric inequalities 

i) 1n the same manner as in [9J w巴 cangive the explicit integral representations of 

the isoperimetric cleficienc.i巴sin (43)， (45)， (44)， (46)， (47) and (48) as follows: 

(ω49の) M伊持叱*(t)2

十M*美(刊Oア一x(O)S(O的)，
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州 政t)2-4n:S(ト (ρωM仲却炉(s))ds+M(O)2ー州0)フ

(同 S(t)雪-3M*(t)Vω=f:(M切 Sω一州十S(O)2
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〔町 S仰 =6f:S白川町s)S(s)-12:n:V，ω州 18f: S(s川〉

x (x(s)-4π)ds十

(54) S(t)3 附附=61_ S(s)(M*(s)S(s)--3x(例 ωS+18f;Sωvω
x (u(s)-x(i))ds十 。

ii) Next let us consid巴ra case wh巴E巴 thecharacleristic 1I(t) is a monoto似6

in the whole interval O.:s: t三二 r， Then we can obtain such a s巴tof the 

new isoperimetric inequalities with the integration. 

For exampleョtakingth巴 εxpression(49) and the formula (38)， we have 

M*(t)刊のS(位 2f: (仰)-xω(j;のゆ}dU川〔か

or 

M*(t)2-11(仰 )-{M*(O)2_1I(明叫= (の)-x(の (X(V)-II(のゆ

Here， since the expression抗 theright的 1Seq凶 toth巴叩問

we have 
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(55) M'''(t)2-x(仰

where 0 <t三二 r.

H巴rewe can readily see that the equality in (55) holds for the cajう-sur.向ce01 a sPhere 

and the tangential s町faceof a sPhere only. 

In the same way， err，ploying the explicit r巴pres巴ntation of the isoperimetric deficiencies 

which have been obtained in the paper [9J， w巴 can ε瓦press a set of the isoperim己tric

inequalities by means of th己 integrationr巴spectively. Let us put them together in th日

following theorem. 
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Theorem 25. 11 the characteristic lunction x(t) of the interiorραrallel sequence {K  (め;

O<t三三パ is a monotone decreasing function in 0 < t < r， it follows that 

側 M立てt)刊仰〉ミ (f;附-~ωゐ)，

(56) M*(t)2-p(仰

(57) Ml<.(t)2一知Sの斗f:(xω-4榊):

(σ58的) M 耗代叩(υt仰

(σ59め) M矢叱叩切〔σωtの抑〉

(停60的) M切 S(tの〉一出 V(位 4づJ:J:M火特叱巾削-て拘判(似ωu的)(x(uω〕一ω 帆

(切61) S(のが3一 9以耳(のK附の2 と訂2凶4f: S(的Sザ• J:'M切 (iI(ωωUめ〕一xC的CsωS

(σ62わ) 5(町5(t)の炉〉

(明63め) 5町〔が一36n:V(tのy孟討辿2泊4J:5(sの〉f;f;:6Mr持(⑪州)(令lC(伽v)一4n:)dv伽削ゐS

ゆ4) 5(t)3-3M明 V(位 4f;f;rwoxzω-lC(似vd帆

(65) 5(が一川めV(t)ミ4f;f;16woxx(U〉一刷)dvduds

Here， the equalities in (55)， (58)， (61) and (64) hold for the cゆ-su穴face01 a sPhere 

αnd the tangential surlace 01 a ~ρhere only. The equalities in (56)， (59)， (62)αnd (65) 

hold lor the c砂田surface01 a s"ρhere only and those in (75)， (60) and (63) hold for the 

sρhere only. 
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ERRATA 

Parall巴1series to a closed convex curve and surface and the differentiability of their quantities 

by Shigeru Ohshio 

The Science Reports of the Kanazawa University， 6 (1958)， 15-24. 

In both cases of the interior p旦ral!elsequences {C(t): -]:壬t亘，01 of a closed convex curve C， and 

{t三(め・-[亘t壬.o}of a closed conv巴xsurface K， their critical values of th邑 parametert constItute a 

countable set r巴spectivelybut can not b巴 general1yenumerated in the order of the magnitude. 

Co:rrections to paper New Characterization of 

the Sphere and the Isoperimetric Problem in E3" 

(This Reports VoL VII (1961) pp.1-34) 

Shigeru OHSHIO 

The following corrections should be made : 

P凶 26，line 11. Insert "not generally" between the words 代 are"and代 integrablε

P. 26，代Theorem21" and PP. 31-33， "the integral representations in S 3.3" should be 

assumed that V(t)， S(t)， M ず(t)and M(t) ar巴 absolutelycontinuous in the interval [0， t] 

and the formulas (30)， (31) and (32) hold in the interval. 




